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Primary & Secondary Logos
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The primary and secondary logos must appear either in blue or dark 
blue (on white backgrounds) or white (on darker backgrounds). Four 
versions are available to suit various layout needs. The secondary 
logos are designed to be viewed at smaller sizes and should only be 
used when space constraints necessitate a smaller logo.

Primary, Left-Aligned Secondary, Left-Aligned for Smaller Spaces

Primary, Centered Secondary, Centered for Smaller Spaces

 Do not use unless space contraints necessitate a smaller logo

 Do not use unless space contraints necessitate a smaller logo
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Observe the following rules to maintain consistency across media.

Logo Usage Rules

 Do not alter logo colors, even if within brand palette  Do not alter lockup

 Do not substitute typography

 Do not place text or objects too close to the logo. Objects 
may not intrude upon the logo’s clearspace, the outside border 
of which is marked in red below

 Do use the water droplet to define clearspace regardless of 
logo format or size

CLEARSPACE

CLEARSPACE

 Do not alter size relationships or spacing

 Do not use the logo in black

 Do not apply drop shadows or effects. If the logo must be 
distinguished from the background, add a solid or transparent 
color field behind the logo, or use the logo in blue or dark blue
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Four main colors define the Rinse brand palette and are the only 
acceptable colors to be used in print, web, or merchandise. Colors 
may be opaque or transparent (such as over a photo). White may 
always be used for text and negative space.

Brand Palette

 BLUE

RGB 0  161  214

CMYK 100  25  0  16

HEX #00A1D6

 LIGHT BLUE

RGB 92  201  224

CMYK 59  10  0  12

HEX #5CC9E0

 DARK BLUE

RGB 28  89  135

CMYK 79  34  0  47

HEX #1C5987

 GREEN

RGB 59  186  140

CMYK 68  0  25  27

HEX #3BBA8C

 GREY (USE FOR TEXT ONLY)

RGB 150  150  150

CMYK 0  0  0  41

HEX #969696

 DARK GREY (TEXT ONLY)

RGB 80  80  80

CMYK 0  0  0  69

HEX #505050

BLUE

BLUE

LIGHT BLUE

LIGHT BLUE

DARK BLUE

DARK BLUE
GREEN

GREEN

Palette & Color Names Appropriate Color Combinations Palette with Transparency Blending Mode

Note: This transparency example uses a blending 
mode of Multiply at 100% opacity. Use of other 
blending modes or opacities may be appropriate 
depending on photo or usage.

Color Numbers  Do not use black for any purpose whatsoever
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The Rinse typeface is Aktiv Grotesk. Because it can be licensed for 
print and web (through a traditional license, or Typekit), it must be 
used in all cases to properly express the Rinse brand.

Typography

Bold convallis major consectuter lorem 
Regular lorem ipsum. Tum est dolentibus es 
excea nullo int int harchillabo. Et lani dolum 
sitionsequid qui dolorio. Fugit liquaerum 
il erferistrum fuga. As ario. Et rercia sam, 
quatur? Us eum veliqui aut veliciis mod es evel 
expliam fuga. Nem quis que etur, non rero.

BOLD CAPS CONVALLIS MAJOR CONSECTUTER LOREM 
Regular lorem ipsum. Tum est dolentibus es excea nullo int 
int harchillabo. Et lani dolum sitionsequid qui dolorio. Fugit 
liquaerum il erferistrum fuga. As ario.

BOLD CAPS US EUM VELIQUI AUT VELICIIS MOD ES EVEL
Regular fugit liquaerum il erferistrum fuga. As ario. Et rercia 
sam, quatur? Us eum veliqui aut veliciis mod es evel expliam 
fuga. Nem quis que etur, non rero. Et rercia sam, quatur? Us 
eum veliqui aut veliciis mod es evel expliam fuga.

Bold convallis major consectuter lorem 
Light lorem ipsum. Tum est dolentibus es 
excea nullo int int harchillabo. Et lani dolum 
sitionsequid qui dolorio. Fugit liquaerum il 
erferistrum fuga. As ario. Et rercia sam, quatur? 
Us eum veliqui aut veliciis mod es evel expliam 
fuga. Nem quis que etur, non rero. Et lani dolum 
sitionsequid qui dolorio fugit rercia sam, as ario.

Aktiv Grotesk | AKTIV GROTESK 

Light lorem ipsum 
dolor sit amet nullo

Light adipscing elit rercia 
convallis fugit lorem major

MEDIUM CAPS IPSUM DOLORE 

Light weight. The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. LOREM IPSUM DOLOR. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Regular weight. The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. LOREM IPSUM DOLOR. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Medium weight. The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. LOREM IPSUM DOLOR. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Bold weight. The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog. LOREM IPSUM DOLOR. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

LIGHT

REGULAR

MEDIUM

BOLD

Example 1 Example 2 Example 3

 Do not center-align body text or lists
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Photography is used to express several key tenets of the Rinse 
brand. By carefully curating and/or shooting photographs for Rinse 
materials, our audience sees a consistent, intentional point of view 
that reinforces our values.

• Authenticity: Images should feel true-to-life and natural, not excessively posed 
or commercial.

• Localization: Images should feel located in a familiar place—our markets are 
San Francisco and Los Angeles, so use visual clues that locals can recognize as 
being in their city or neighborhood. Avoid images that could be taken anywhere.

• Specificity: Generally we use imagery to promote specific moments “brought 
to you by Rinse,” which are moments in which you could otherwise be doing 
laundry, but instead are experiencing your surroundings in a specific, meaningful 
way. A jog, a picnic, a cup of tea and a good book at a café, a yoga class, and 
a bike ride with a child are all appropriate examples. Avoid moments that are 
obscure or alienating demographically.

• Style: Color, contrast, and other adjustments are all critical to make a 
photograph that feels resolved and beautiful. Give images a “look” using filters 
and/or adjustments, and do not display images that are in RAW format without 
any post-processing, as they will look flat and generic. Gradient overlays may be 
used to enhance images, as shown at bottom right. Do not use images that have 
white backgrounds.

• Content: Rinse photographs should represent people and things that are 
relatable and realistic. Avoid images that are excessively cute, comedic, 
dramatic, or serious. If and when these themes are appropriate, use copywriting 
to accomplish the goal rather than relying on a more extreme image.

• Text: Text can and should interact with photos. When selecting a photo that will 
have a text overlay, look for areas of negative space where text can be placed 
without covering anything critical in the image, such as a person’s face or a 
prominent landmark. In many cases, a transparent box may be used to separate 
the text from the image.

Photography

Without gradient overlay

Examples of processed on-brand stock photos

With gradient overlay at 35%
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Several subtle graphical elements are used to add visual interest 
and aid in recognition of the Rinse brand beyond our logo, type, and 
photography. Use these elements appropriately in observance of 
“The Brand in Use” on the following page.

Branding Elements

Droplet watermark (may be white)

Zigzag pattern on white

Zigzag on green at 30% Multiply

Zigzag on dark blue at 20% Screen

Gradient overlay for photos, blues

Pipes and pinstripes as separators

Gradient overlay for photos, purples Transparent box over photos, logo

Transparent box over photos, text

Droplet bullets (may be white)

 Do not use zigzag patterns on top 
of photos

 Do not use transparent boxes 
without a blending mode (such as 
Overlay, Multiply, or Screen)

 Do not float transparent boxes 
without anchoring at least one side 
to an edge (in the above examples, 
the left side bleeds off the page)

Note: Gradient overlays for photos 
may be customized beyond 
these two examples. Use Rinse 
brand colors or other colors as 
appropriate, and always apply a 
blending mode (such as Overlay, 
Multiply, or Screen).

 Do not use droplet watermark 
at 100% opacity—it must be 
transparent with a blending mode

Reclaim laundry day.
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Using this guide, a range of print, web, and merchandise pieces can 
be created with a consistent and intentional aesthetic that reflects 
the Rinse brand. This example is a correctly-branded direct mailer.

The Brand in Use

Front (Note: Layout of Facebook ad is nearly identical; sames rules apply) Back

Sufficient clear space 
around logo

Left-aligned logo is used 
for left-aligned layout

Centered logo is used 
for centered layout

Sufficient clear space around logo

Text is white and set in 
Aktiv Grotesk

Negative space is used to 
avoid feeling busy or cramped

Transparent boxes use blending 
modes and feature brand colors

Transparent boxes are 
anchored to left side of the 
page with a bleed

Droplet watermark is transparent 
and bleeds off page

Droplets are used as bullets

Photo is on-brand, processed, 
and uses gradient overlay

Negative space in photo adds a 
feeling of openness and clarity Document uses color space 

specifications requested by print 
vendor (will vary by printer and 
technique, such as digital vs. offset)

Headline features pinstripes 
above and below, and is distinct 
from body text

Multiple font weights are used

Zigzag pattern is 
used sparingly

Layout is based on thirds
Bulleted / body text 
is left-aligned

Color is used for text 
with lower hierarchy


